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Disclaimer
a) Purpose – This document has been prepared by the Australian Energy Market Operator
Limited (AEMO) for the purpose of complying with Rule 239 of the National Gas Rules (NGR).
b) Supplementary Information – This document might also contain information the publication of
which is not required by the Rules. Such information is included for information purpose only,
does not constitute legal or business advice, and should not be relied on as a substitute for
obtaining detailed advice about the National Gas Law, the Rules, or any other relevant laws,
codes, rules, procedures or policies or any aspect of the Declared Wholesale Gas Market, or
the gas industry. While AEMO has used due care and skill in the production of this document,
neither AEMO, nor any of its employees, agents and consultants make any representation or
warranty as to the accuracy, reliability, completeness, currency or suitability for particular
purposes of the information in this document.
c) Limitation of Liability – To the extent permitted by law, AEMO and its advisers, consultants
and other contributors to this document (or their respective associated companies, businesses,
partners, directors, officers or employees) shall not be liable for any errors, omissions, defects
or misrepresentations in the information contained in this document or for any loss or damage
suffered by persons who use or rely on this information (including by reason of negligence,
negligent misstatement or otherwise). If any law prohibits the exclusion of such liability,
AEMO’s liability is limited, at AEMO’s option, to the re-supply of the information, provided that
this limitation is permitted by law and is fair and reasonable.
©2012 All rights reserved
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Glossary
(a)

In this document, a word or phrase in this style has the same meaning as given to that term
in the NGR.

(b)

In this document, capitalised words or phrases or acronyms have the meaning set out
opposite those words, phrases, or acronyms in the table below.

(c)

Unless the context otherwise requires, this document will be interpreted in accordance with
Schedule 2 of the National Gas Law.

TERM

MEANING

Actual Gas Injection Negative
Offset Quantity or AGINO

The difference between the amount of gas injected by a
Market Participant and their constrained on injection
quantity.

Actual Gas Withdrawal Negative
Offset Quantity or AGWNO

The difference between the amount of gas withdrawn by a
Market Participant and their constrained on withdrawal
quantity.

BoD

Beginning of the gas day

Controllable withdrawal

A quantity of gas that may be scheduled for withdrawal at a
system withdrawal point and modified on a gas day in
accordance with a withdrawal bid and the applicable
accreditation by AEMO under Rule 210

Controllable injection

A quantity of gas that may be scheduled for injection at a
system injection point and modified on a gas day in
accordance with an injection bid and the applicable
accreditation by AEMO under Rule 210

Market Participant Constraint

The quantity of gas nominated by a Market Participant that
must be injected or withdrawn during a pricing and operating
schedule, irrespective of the market price, to meet that
Market Participant’s contractual constraints.

Minimum Scheduled Injection
Quantity or MSIQ

The part of a Market Participant’s constrained on injection
quantity arising as a result of a Market Participant Constraint

Minimum Scheduled Withdrawal
Quantity or MSWQ

The part of a Market Participant’s constrained on withdrawal
quantity arising as a result of a Market Participant Constraint

Uplift Hedge

The sum of a Market Participant’s injection hedge
nomination and agency injection hedge nominations for a
gas day as determined under the Wholesale Market Uplift
Allocation Procedures
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Chapter 1
1.1

1.2

Preliminary

Introduction
a)

The Wholesale Market Ancillary Payment Procedures (Procedure) are made in
accordance with section 91BL of the National Gas Law.

b)

This Procedure commences on 1 May 2012.

c)

This Procedure may only be remade in accordance with Part 15B of the NGR.

d)

If there is any inconsistency between this Procedure and the NGR, the NGR will
prevail to the extent of that inconsistency.

Purpose
The purpose of this Procedure is to govern the operation of the declared wholesale gas
market.

1.3

Application
This Procedure applies to AEMO and each person to whom they are expressed to apply.

1.4

Legal and Regulatory Framework
This Procedure has been made under section 91BL of the National Gas Law.

1.5

Related Policies and Procedures


Wholesale Market Uplift Payment Procedures (Victoria)



Wholesale Market Gas Scheduling Procedures (Victoria)
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Chapter 2
2.1

Ancillary Payments - General

Constrained on Injections and Withdrawals
In accordance with Rule 239(3) and subject to Rules 239(4), (5) and (6), a Market
Participant who is given a scheduling instruction to inject or withdraw more gas under the
operating schedule than the quantity of gas that the Market Participant was scheduled to
inject or withdraw under the relevant pricing schedule, is entitled to receive an ancillary
payment. For the purposes of these Procedures, any such increased injection is deemed to
be a constrained on injection quantity and any such increased withdrawal is deemed to be a
constrained on withdrawal quantity.
Ancillary payments are adjusted at each operating schedule during the gas day.
Until such time as:
a)

the constrained on injection quantity is injected into the relevant system injection
point; or

b)

the constrained on withdrawal quantity is withdrawn from the relevant system
withdrawal point,

by the Market Participant, the amount of ancillary payments payable to that Market
Participant in respect of that constrained on injection quantity or withdrawal quantity (as
applicable) increases or decreases at each subsequent updated operating schedule in that
gas day to the extent that the amount of the constrained on injection quantity or constrained
on withdrawal quantity increases or decreases in each subsequent updated operating
schedule in that gas day.

2.2

Market Participant Constraint
Any part of a Market Participant's constrained on injection quantity or withdrawal quantity
which arises as a result of that Market Participant's constraint will not generate ancillary
payments and
a)

that part of the constrained on injection quantity is deemed to be the Minimum
Scheduled Injection Quantity (MSIQ); and

b)

that part of the constrained on withdrawal quantity is deemed to be the Minimum
Scheduled Withdrawal Quantity (MSWQ),

for the purposes of the calculations in clauses 6.1 and 6.2 of these Procedures respectively.

2.3

Actual Injections or Withdrawals of Gas
Where a Market Participant:
a)

injects less than the constrained on injection quantity; or

b)

withdraws less than the constrained on withdrawal quantity,

ancillary payments will not be generated in respect of that shortfall in constrained on
injection or withdrawal quantity (as applicable) and for the purposes of the calculations in
clauses 5.1 and 5.2 of these Procedures, such shortfall in the constrained on injection
quantity is deemed to be the Actual Gas Injection Negative Offset Quantity (AGINO) and
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such shortfall in the constrained on withdrawal quantity is deemed to be the Actual Gas
Withdrawal Negative Offset Quantity (AGWNO).
Where a Market Participant:
a)

injects more than the constrained on injection quantity; or

b)

withdraws more than the constrained on withdrawal quantity,

ancillary payments will not be generated in respect of that excess of constrained on
injection or withdrawal quantity (as applicable).

2.4

Uplift Hedges
If a Market Participant nominates to use part or all of a gas injection as an uplift hedge, then
that portion of the gas injection used as an uplift hedge will not generate ancillary
payments.

2.5

Accreditation
No ancillary payments are generated for constrained on injection quantities or withdrawal
quantities, unless those quantities are accredited by AEMO under Rule 210.

2.6

Reduced Bid Quantities in Reschedules
If the bid quantities in reschedules are reduced such that the constrained on quantities in
the reschedules are reduced the negative ancillary payments are modified so as to totally
offset the positive ancillary payments incurred in previous schedules.
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Chapter 3

3.1

Determination of Adjusted Bid Steps and Scheduled
Injection Used for Uplift Hedge

Determination of Scheduled Injection Used for Uplift Hedge
The sum of a Market Participant’s injection hedge nomination and agency injection hedge
nominations for a gas day as determined under the Wholesale Market (Uplift Allocation)
Procedures will not generate ancillary payments.

3.2

Determination of Adjusted Bid Steps
For each injection or withdrawal bid in respect of any pricing and operating schedule, break
points are determined automatically by AEMO between bid steps from zero up to the
maximum quantity offered by that Market Participant as shown by way of example in Table
1. In this example, the injection bid quantities in the 1st and 2nd reschedules are lower than
the total quantity bid in the BoD schedule.
The break point at which any uplift hedge (assumed to be 37 GJ in the example in Table 1)
applies is also determined by AEMO
As shown by way of example in columns 1 and 2 in Table 2, all break points across all
pricing and operating schedules are ranked by their cumulative quantities so that there are
up to:
a)

55 withdrawal break points between 0 and the maximum quantity bid over all
schedules; and

b)

56 injection break points between 0 and the maximum quantity bid over all schedules in
order to accommodate all 10 possible bid steps, the minimum daily quantity offer and
the uplift hedge nomination over the five schedules in the gas day.

For each injection or withdrawal bid in respect of each pricing and operating schedule, the
existing bid steps are divided by AEMO into more steps by applying the new break points.
This is carried out by associating each pricing break point for each schedule with each
cumulative quantity break point. In the example in Table 2, a total of 14 adjusted bid steps
are created and apply to each pricing and operating schedule. For adjusted bid steps
where the cumulative bid quantity for a pricing and operating schedule exceeds the
maximum bid quantity for that schedule the bid price is set in accordance with clause 3.3 of
these Procedures.
The resulting divided injection or withdrawal bids are used by AEMO in the calculations set
out in Chapters 4 to 7 of these Procedures.
In Table 2, a total of 14 adjusted bid steps are created. The system should generate the
same number of adjusted bid steps for each schedule for the relevant bids for each
combination of MP(x) and system point (point).
Table 1
Bid step

1
2
3

BoD Schedule
Cumulative
Bid Price
Quantity
($/GJ)
(GJ)
15
2.0
30
2.5
45
3.0

st

1 reschedule
Cumulative
Bid Price
Quantity
($/GJ)
(GJ)
16
2.1
32
2.6
48
3.1

WHOLESALE MARKET ANCILLARY PAYMENT PROCEDURES (VICTORIA) v2.0

nd

2 reschedule
Cumulative
Bid Price
Quantity
($/GJ)
(GJ)
17
2.2
34
2.7
51
3.2
1 May 2012
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4
5

60
75

3.5
4.0

64

3.6

68

3.7

Table 2
Adjusted Bid
step

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

3.3

Bid Price
Cumulative
Quantity
(GJ)
15
16
17
30
32
34
37
45
48
51
60
64
68
75

st

nd

BoD Schedule
($/GJ)

1 reschedule
($/GJ)

2 reschedule
($/GJ)

Uplift Hedge

2.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.5
3.5
3.5
4.0
4.0
4.0

2.1
2.1
2.6
2.6
2.6
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.6

2.2
2.2
2.2
2.7
2.7
2.7
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Association of Bid Prices with Adjusted Bid Steps
The bid prices associated with the adjusted bid steps of each pricing and operating
schedule are set by AEMO equal to the bid price for that bid step in that schedule.
For adjusted bid steps where the cumulative bid quantity for a pricing and operating
schedule exceeds the maximum bid quantity for that schedule the bid price is set equal to
the bid price of the maximum bid step for that schedule.
If AEMO has limited the market price to the administered price cap for a schedule in
accordance with Rule 239(5) then the bid prices associated with the adjusted bid steps for
that schedule are capped at the administered price cap.
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Chapter 4

4.1

Determination and Allocation of Quantities to Adjusted
Bid Steps

Pricing Schedule

4.1.1 Determination of effective pricing schedule quantities for ancillary payments
For each Market Participant, the effective pricing schedule quantity used by AEMO in
calculating ancillary payments for that Market Participant's pricing schedule controllable
quantity at each system injection and withdrawal point is:
a)

for the initial pricing schedule of the gas day, equal to the pricing schedule quantity
produced at the start of the gas day; and

b)

for each subsequent updated pricing schedule of the gas day, equal to:
i.

the pricing schedule quantity for the scheduling horizon of that subsequent
updated pricing schedule

plus
ii.

the sum of each pricing schedule quantity for each relevant scheduling interval for
each of the previous pricing schedules.

4.1.2 Allocation of effective pricing schedule quantities to adjusted bid steps
The pricing schedule controllable quantities determined under clause 4.1.1 for a Market
Participant for each pricing schedule are allocated to the adjusted bid steps of the bid that
applied for that pricing schedule in order of increasing price for injections and decreasing
price for withdrawals.
Effective pricing schedule quantities should be allocated to each adjusted bid step including
adjusted bid steps where the cumulative quantity for that adjusted bid step exceeds the
maximum bid quantity.

4.2

Operating Schedule

4.2.1 Determination of operating schedule quantities for ancillary payments
For each Market Participant, the operating schedule quantity used by AEMO in calculating
ancillary payments for that Market Participant's operating schedule controllable injection or
operating schedule controllable withdrawal is:
a)

for the initial operating schedule of the gas day, equal to the operating schedule
quantity produced at the start of the gas day; and

b)

for each subsequent operating schedule of the gas day, equal to:
i.

the operating schedule quantity of that subsequent operating schedule for the
scheduling horizon

plus
ii.

the sum of each operating schedule quantity for each scheduling interval related to
each of the previous operating schedules.
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If an ad hoc operating schedule is produced to replace an already approved operating
schedule, then the schedule quantity for the scheduling interval in that ad hoc operating
schedule will be used to calculate the operating schedule quantities.

4.2.2 Allocation of operating schedule quantities to adjusted bids steps
The operating schedule controllable quantities determined under clause 4.2.1 for a Market
Participant for each operating schedule are allocated to the adjusted bid steps of the bid
that applied for that operating schedule in order of increasing price for injections and
decreasing price for withdrawals.
Operating pricing schedule quantities should be allocated to each adjusted bid step
including adjusted bid steps where the cumulative quantity for that adjusted bid step
exceeds the maximum bid quantity.
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Chapter 5

Actual Quantities

This Chapter sets out the methodology used by AEMO to calculate for each Market Participant, the
quantity of gas within each adjusted bid step of an operating schedule that will not generate
ancillary payments due to that Market Participant’s failure to comply with the relevant scheduling
instruction.

5.1

Calculation of Actual Gas Injected Negative Offset (AGINO)

5.1.1 Determination of effective actual injection quantity
A Market Participant's effective actual injection quantity at a controllable injection point in a
scheduling interval is a quantity of gas equal to the lesser of:
a)

the last approved operating schedule injection approved by AEMO for; and

b)

the quantity of gas actually injected by,

that Market Participant at that controllable injection point in that scheduling interval.
A Market Participant’s effective actual injection quantity at a controllable injection point for a
gas day is the sum of the effective actual injection quantity of all the scheduling intervals for
that gas day.

5.1.2 Allocation of Effective Actual Injection Quantity to Adjusted Bid Steps
A Market Participant's effective actual injection quantity for a controllable injection point for
an operating schedule will be allocated by AEMO to the adjusted bid steps of the bid that
applied to that operating schedule in order of increasing price.

5.1.3 Calculation of AGINO for the Last Operating Schedule of the Gas Day
A Market Participant's AGINO for a controllable injection point for each adjusted bid step in
the last operating schedule of the gas day is a quantity of gas equal to the greater of:
a)

zero; and

b)

the operating schedule injections for that adjusted bid step for the last operating
schedule of the gas day allocated in accordance with clause 4.2.2 less the effective
actual injections allocated to that adjusted bid step in accordance with clause 5.1.2.

5.1.4 Calculation of AGINO for operating schedules prior to the last operating
schedule of the gas day
A Market Participant's AGINO for a controllable injection point for each adjusted price step
in each operating schedule prior to the last operating schedule of the gas day is a quantity
of gas equal to the greater of:
a)

zero; and

b)

the AGINO for that adjusted bid step as determined under clause 5.1.3
less
i.

the operating schedule injections for that adjusted bid step for the last operating
schedule of the gas day allocated in accordance with clause 4.2.2; and
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ii.

5.2

the minimum of operating schedule injections for that adjusted bid step for the
specified operating schedule and all the subsequent operating schedules for the
remainder of the gas day allocated in accordance with clause 4.2.2.

Calculation of Actual Gas Withdrawn Negative Offset (AGWNO)

5.2.1 Determination of effective actual withdrawal quantity
A Market Participant's effective actual withdrawal quantity from a controllable withdrawal
point in a scheduling interval is a quantity of gas equal to the lesser of:
a)

the last approved operating schedule withdrawal approved by AEMO for; and

b)

the quantity of gas actually withdrawn by

that Market Participant at that controllable withdrawal point in that scheduling interval.
A Market Participant’s effective actual withdrawal quantity at a controllable withdrawal point
for a gas day is the sum of that Market Participant's effective actual withdrawal quantity of
all the scheduling intervals.

5.2.2 Allocation of the effective actual withdrawal quantity to adjusted bid steps
The quantity determined under clause 5.2.1 for each Market Participant for each
controllable withdrawal point for each operating schedule is then allocated by AEMO to the
adjusted bid steps of the bid that applied to that operating schedule in order of decreasing
price.

5.2.3 Calculation of AGWNO for the last operating schedule of the gas day
A Market Participant's AGWNO for each controllable withdrawal point for each adjusted bid
step for the last operating schedule of the gas day is the greater of:
a)

zero; and

b)

that Market Participant's AGWNO for that adjusted bid step determined under
clause 5.2.3
less
i.

the operating schedule withdrawals by that Market Participant for that adjusted bid
step for the last operating schedule of the gas day allocated in accordance with
clause 4.2.2; and

ii.

the minimum of operating schedule withdrawals by that Market Participant for the
adjusted bid step for the specified operating schedule and all the subsequent
operating schedules for the remainder of the gas day allocated in accordance with
clause 4.2.2.
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Chapter 6
6.1

Market Participant Constraints

Calculation of Minimum Scheduled Injection Quantity (MSIQ)

6.1.1 Calculation of MSIQ for the last operating schedule of the gas day
Where applicable, a Market Participant's MSIQ for each controllable injection point for each
adjusted bid step for the last approved operating schedule of the gas day is a quantity of
gas equal to that Market Participant's effective pricing schedule quantity for that controllable
injection point for the last pricing schedule of the gas day allocated in accordance with
clause 4.1.2.

6.1.2 Calculation of MSIQ for operating schedules prior to the last operating
schedule of the gas day
Where applicable, a Market Participant's MSIQ for each controllable injection point for each
adjusted bid step for each operating schedule prior to the last operating schedule of the gas
day is determined by AEMO as follows:

6.2

a)

if the adjusted bid step price for an operating schedule exceeds the market price
applicable for that operating schedule, that Market Participant's MSIQ for that adjusted
bid step equals that Market Participant's effective pricing schedule injection quantity for
that adjusted bid step allocated in accordance with clause 4.1.2; or

b)

if the adjusted bid step price for an operating schedule is less than or equal to the
market price applicable for that operating schedule, that Market Participant's MSIQ for
that adjusted bid step equals the lesser of;
i.

that Market Participant's effective pricing schedule injection quantity for that
adjusted bid step for that pricing schedule as determined under clause 4.1.2; and

ii.

that Market Participant's MSIQ for the adjusted bid step for the immediately
following operating schedule.

Calculation of Minimum Scheduled Withdrawal Quantity (MSWQ)

6.2.1 Calculation of MSWQ for the last operating schedule of the gas day
Where applicable, a Market Participant's MSWQ for each controllable withdrawal point for
each adjusted bid step for the last approved operating schedule of the gas day equals that
Market Participant's effective pricing schedule quantity for the last pricing schedule of the
gas day allocated in accordance with clause 4.1.2.

6.2.2 Calculation of MSWQ for operating schedules prior to the last pricing
schedule of the gas day
Where applicable, a Market Participant's MSQW for each controllable withdrawal point for
each adjusted bid step for each operating schedule of a gas day prior to the last operating
schedule of that gas day is determined as follows:
a)

if the adjusted bid step for an operating schedule is less than the market price
applicable for that operating schedule, that Market Participant's MSWQ for that
adjusted bid step equals that Market Participant's effective pricing schedule withdrawal
quantity for that adjusted bid step determined under clause 4.1.2; or
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b)

if the adjusted bid step for an operating schedule is greater than or equal to the market
price applicable for that operating schedule, then that Market Participant's MSWQ for
that adjusted bid step equals the lesser of:
i.

that Market Participant's effective pricing schedule withdrawal quantity for that
adjusted bid step for that pricing schedule determined under clause 4.1.2; and

ii.

that Market Participant's MSWQ for that adjusted bid step for the following
operating schedule.
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Chapter 7
7.1

Calculation of Ancillary Payments

Determining the constrained on injection quantity for an adjusted bid
step and operating schedule
A Market Participant's constrained on injection quantity for each controllable injection point
for each adjusted bid step for each operating schedule is determined by AEMO as the
greater of:
a)

zero; and

b)

that Market Participant's operating schedule injection quantity at that controllable
injection point for that adjusted bid step and operating schedule allocated in
accordance with clause 4.2.2
less
that Market Participant's AGINO for that adjusted bid step and operating schedule at
that controllable injection point as determined under clauses 5.1.3 and 5.1.4
less
that Market Participant's MSIQ for that adjusted bid step and operating schedule at that
controllable injection point as determined under clauses 6.1.1 and 6.1.2.

7.2

Determining the constrained on withdrawal quantity for an adjusted bid
step and operating schedule
A Market Participant's constrained on withdrawal quantity for each controllable withdrawal
point for each adjusted bid step for each operating schedule is determined by AEMO as the
greater of:
a)

zero; and

b)

that Market Participant's operating schedule withdrawal quantity for that adjusted bid
step and operating schedule at that controllable withdrawal point allocated in
accordance with clause 4.2.2,
less
that Market Participant's AGWNO for that adjusted bid step and that operating
schedule at that controllable withdrawal point determined under clauses 5.2.3 and 5.2.4
less
that Market Participant's MSWQ for that adjusted bid step and that operating schedule
at that controllable withdrawal point as determined under clauses 6.2.1 and 6.2.2.

7.3

Calculation of matched changes in constrained on injection and
withdrawal quantities

7.3.1 Calculation of matched changes in constrained on injection quantity for an
adjusted bid step and operating schedule
A Market Participant's matched change in constrained on injection quantities for each
controllable injection point and each adjusted bid step is the quantity of constrained on
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injection quantity which was scheduled in an earlier operating schedule but was scheduled
off in a subsequent operating schedule.
The matched change in constrained on injection quantities for each controllable injection
point for each adjusted bid step for each operating schedule is calculated by AEMO for
each combination of two different operating schedules of the gas day starting with the
second operating schedule (s=2) and then iterating forward to the last operating schedule
(s=5), as shown in the example in the table below.
Operating schedule (s)
S=2
S=3
S=4
S=5

Combinations of operating schedules (s,s’)
(2,1)
(3,2), (3,1)
(4,3), (4,2), (4,1)
(5,4), (5,3), (5,2), (5,1)

For each operating schedule s in a gas day and for each earlier operating schedule s’ = s-1,
s-2, ….,1 (in that order) in that gas day, a Market Participant's matched change in
constrained on injection quantity for schedules s and s’ is calculated by AEMO as follows:
a)

b)

if s’ = s-1 (i.e. combinations (2,1), (3,2), (4,3), (5,4)), the matched change in
constrained on injection quantities equals the lesser of:
i.

the greater of zero and the negative of the change in that Market Participant's
constrained on injection quantity at operating schedule s; and

ii.

the greater of zero and the change in that Market Participant's constrained on
injection quantity at operating schedule s’.

Otherwise, the matched change equals the lesser of:
i.

the greater of zero and the negative of the change in that Market Participant's
constrained on injection quantity at operating schedule s, less the sum over all
operating schedules s” from operating schedule s’+1 to operating schedule s-1 of
that Market Participant's matched change in constrained on injection quantity for
combinations of operating schedules s and s"; and

ii.

the greater of zero and the change in that Market Participant's constrained on
injection quantity at operating schedule s’, less the sum over all operating
schedules s” from operating schedule s’+1 to operating schedule s-1 of the
matched change in constrained on injection quantity for combinations of operating
schedules s’ and s”.

7.3.2 Calculation of the matched change in constrained on withdrawal quantity for
a bid step and operating schedule
A Market Participant's matched change in constrained on withdrawal quantity for each
controllable withdrawal point and each adjusted bid step is calculated by AEMO for each
combination of two different operating schedules of the gas day for each operating
schedule starting with the second operating schedule (s=2) and then iterating forward to the
last operating schedule (s=5).
Operating schedule (s)
S=2
S=3
S=4
S=5

Combinations of operating schedules (s,s’)
(2,1)
(3,2), (3,1)
(4,3), (4,2), (4,1)
(5,4), (5,3), (5,2), (5,1)
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For each operating schedule s and for each earlier operating schedule s’ = s-1, s-2, ….,1
(in that order) in that gas day, a Market Participant's matched change in constrained on
withdrawal quantity for schedules s and s’ is calculated as follows:
if s’ = s-1 (i.e. combinations (2,1), (3,2), (4,3), (5,4)), the matched change in
constrained on withdrawal quantity equals the lesser of:

a)

b)

7.4

i.

the greater of zero and the negative of the change in that Market Participant's
constrained on withdrawal quantity at operating schedule s; and

ii.

the greater of zero and the change in that Market Participant's constrained on
withdrawal quantity at operating schedule s’.

Otherwise, the matched change in constrained on withdrawal quantities equals the
lesser of:
i.

the greater of zero and the negative of the change in that Market Participant's
constrained on withdrawal quantity at operating schedule s, less the sum over all
operating schedules s” from s”= s’+1 to s”=s-1 of the matched change in that
Market Participant's constrained on withdrawal quantity for combinations of
schedules s and s’’; and

ii.

the greater of zero and the change in constrained on withdrawal quantity at
operating schedule s’, less the sum over all operating schedules s” from operating
schedule s’+1 to operating schedule s-1, of the matched change in constrained on
withdrawal quantity for combinations of schedules s’ and s”.

Calculation of Ancillary Payments for Injection Quantities

7.4.1 Calculation of initial ancillary payments for the initial operating schedule of
the gas day
The initial injection ancillary payment (if any) payable to a Market Participant for each
controllable injection point for each adjusted bid step for the first operating schedule in the
gas day is calculated by AEMO in accordance with the following formula:
AxB
Where
A = that Market Participant's constrained on injection quantity for that adjusted bid step for
the first operating schedule in the gas day at that controllable injection point determined
under clause 7.1,
B = an amount of compensation expressed in $/GJ equal to the greater of:
i.

zero; and

ii.

the bid price for the adjusted bid step in the first operating schedule less the market
price applicable for the first operating schedule in the gas day.

For the avoidance of doubt, a positive initial injection ancillary payment represents a
payment from AEMO to a Market Participant.
If gas within that adjusted bid step was nominated by that Market Participant as an uplift
hedge or gas was injected by that Market Participant without that injection being accredited
by AEMO in accordance with the Rules, the amount of the initial injection ancillary payment
for that adjusted bid step must be zero.
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7.4.2 Calculation of initial ancillary payments for each updated operating schedule
of the gas day
The initial injection ancillary payment (if any) payable to a Market Participant for each
controllable injection point for each adjusted bid step for each updated schedule is
calculated in accordance with the following formula:
(A - B) x C
Where:
A = that Market Participant's constrained on injection quantity for that adjusted bid step for
the current operating schedule at that controllable injection point as determined
under clause 7.1;
B = that Market Participant's constrained on injection quantity for that adjusted bid step for
the previous operating schedule at that controllable injection point as determined under
clause 7.1;
C = an amount of compensation expressed in $/GJ equal to the greater of:
i.

zero; and

ii.

the current operating schedule bid price for that adjusted bid step less the current
pricing schedule market price.

For the avoidance of doubt, a positive initial injection ancillary payment value represents a
payment from AEMO to a Market Participant.
If a quantity of gas within an adjusted bid step was nominated by that Market Participant as
an uplift hedge or gas was injected by that Market Participant without that injection being
accredited by AEMO in accordance with the Rules, the initial injection ancillary payment for
that adjusted bid step must be zero.

7.4.3 Calculation of revised injection ancillary payments for the initial operating
schedule of the gas day
The revised injection ancillary payment payable to a Market Participant for each adjusted
bid step for the initial operating schedule in the gas day at a controllable injection point
equals the initial injection ancillary payment payable to that Market Participant for that
controllable injection point and for that adjusted bid step as determined under clause 7.4.1.

7.4.4 Calculation of the revised injection ancillary payments for each updated
operating schedule of the gas day
The revised injection ancillary payment payable to a Market Participant for each controllable
injection point and for each adjusted bid step for the updated operating schedule in the gas
day equals:
a)

the initial injection ancillary payment for that adjusted bid step for that current schedule
for that Market Participant at that controllable injection point as determined under
clause 7.4.1 if this value is greater than or equal to zero

b)

Otherwise, the sum over all previous operating schedules in the gas day of:
i.

the negative of that Market Participant's matched change in constrained on
injection quantity of the current schedule and the relevant prior schedule as
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determined under clause 7.3.1 multiplied by an amount ($/GJ) of compensation
defined as the greater of:
A.

zero;

B.

the lesser of the bid price for the adjusted bid step in the current operating
schedule and the bid price for that adjusted bid step in the relevant prior
operating schedule
less
the market price applicable for the current operating schedule.

For the avoidance of doubt, a positive revised injection ancillary payment value represents
a payment from AEMO to a Market Participant.
If a quantity of gas within an adjusted bid step was nominated by that Market Participant for
an uplift hedge or gas was injected by that Market Participant without that injection of gas
being accredited by AEMO under the Rules, the amount of the revised injection ancillary
payment for that adjusted bid step must be equal to zero.

7.4.5 Calculation of modified injection ancillary payments for the initial operating
schedule of the gas day
The modified injection ancillary payment payable to a Market Participant for each adjusted
bid step for the initial operating schedule in the gas day at a controllable injection point
equals the initial injection ancillary payment payable to that Market Participant for that
controllable injection point and for that adjusted bid step as determined under clause 7.4.1.

7.4.6 Calculation of modified injection ancillary payments for each updated
operating schedule of the gas day
The modified injection ancillary payment payable to a Market Participant for each
controllable injection point and for each adjusted bid step for the updated operating
schedule in the gas day equals:
a)

the initial injection ancillary payment for that adjusted bid step for that current schedule
for that Market Participant at that controllable injection point as determined under
clause 7.4.1 if this value is greater than or equal to zero

b)

Otherwise, the sum over all previous operating schedules in the gas day of:
i.

the negative of that Market Participant's matched change in constrained on
injection quantity of the current schedule and the relevant prior schedule as
determined under clause 7.3.1 multiplied by an amount ($/GJ) of compensation
defined as the greater of:
A.

zero; and

B.

the modified bid price for the adjusted bid step in the current operating
schedule
less
the modified market price applicable for the current operating schedule.
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7.4.7 Calculation of final injection ancillary payments for the initial operating
schedule of the gas day
The final injection ancillary payment payable to a Market Participant for each adjusted bid
step for the first operating schedule in the gas day at each controllable injection point is
equal to the revised injection ancillary payment payable to that Market Participant under
clause 7.4.3
For the avoidance of doubt, the calculations in clause 7.4.3 and this clause do not change
the initial ancillary payment payable to a Market Participant for each adjusted bid step for
the first operating schedule in the gas day at each controllable injection point.

7.4.8 Calculation of final injection ancillary payments for each updated operating
schedule of the gas day
The final injection ancillary payment payable to a Market Participant for each controllable
injection point for each adjusted bid step for each updated operating schedule in the gas
day is:
a)

b)

the revised injection ancillary payment payable to that Market Participant for that
controllable injection point and adjusted bid step for the current schedule if not all of the
following conditions are met :
i.

the sum of all revised injection ancillary payments to all Market Participants for all
controllable injection points and all adjusted bid steps for the current operating
schedule is greater than zero;

ii.

the initial injection ancillary payment payable to that Market Participant for the
current operating schedule is less than zero;

iii.

not all revised injection ancillary payments equal the corresponding initial
injection ancillary payments payable to each Market Participant for all controllable
injection points, and adjusted bid steps for the updated schedule;

Otherwise, it is the greater of
i.

the initial injection ancillary payment payable to that Market Participant; and

ii.

the revised injection ancillary payment payable to that Market Participant plus an
amount calculated as the average rate of ancillary payment multiplied by that
Market Participant's change in constrained on injection quantity for the current
operating schedule.

For the purposes of the above calculation, the average rate of ancillary payment is the sum
of all revised injection ancillary payments across all Market Participants, all controllable
injection points and all adjusted bid steps for the current operating schedule divided by the
greater of:
a)

the sum over all Market Participants, all controllable injection points and all adjusted bid
steps for the current operating schedule of the sum of all positive changes in
constrained on injection quantity for the current operating schedule; and

b)

negative one multiplied by the sum over all Market Participants, all controllable injection
points and all adjusted bid steps for the current operating schedule of the negative
changes in constrained on injection quantity for the current operating schedule.
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7.5

Calculation of ancillary payments for withdrawal quantities

7.5.1 Calculation of initial withdrawal ancillary payments for the initial operating
schedule of the gas day
The initial withdrawal ancillary payment payable to each Market Participant, for each
controllable withdrawal point for each adjusted bid step for the first operating schedule in
the gas day is:
AxB
Where:
A = that Market Participant's constrained on withdrawal quantity for that adjusted bid step
for the first operating schedule in the gas day at each controllable withdrawal point as
determined under clause 7.2; and
B = an amount of compensation expressed in $/GJ which is the greater of:
i.

zero; and

ii.

the market price less the bid price for the adjusted bid step in the first operating
schedule of the gas day.

For the avoidance of doubt, a positive initial withdrawal ancillary payment represents a
payment from AEMO to a Market Participant.
If gas was withdrawn by that Market Participant without that withdrawal being accredited by
AEMO under the Rules, the amount of initial withdrawal ancillary payment payable to that
Market Participant for that adjusted bid step is zero.

7.5.2 Calculation of initial withdrawal ancillary payments for each updated
operating schedule of the gas day
The initial withdrawal ancillary payment payable to a Market Participant for each
controllable withdrawal point and for each adjusted bid step for each updated schedule is:
(A - B) x C
Where:
A = the constrained on withdrawals by that Market Participant for that adjusted bid step for
the current operating schedule at each controllable withdrawal point as determined for that
Market Participant under clause 7.2
B = the constrained on withdrawals by that Market Participant for that adjusted bid step for
the previous operating schedule at each controllable withdrawal point as determined under
clause 7.2
C = an amount of compensation expressed as $/GJ equal to the greater of:
i.

zero; and

ii.

the current pricing schedule market price less the current operating schedule bid
price for that adjusted bid step.

For the avoidance of doubt, a positive ancillary payment represents a payment from AEMO
to a Market Participant.
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If gas was withdrawn by that Market Participant without that withdrawal being accredited by
AEMO under the Rules, the ancillary payment payable to that Market Participant for that
adjusted bid step is zero.

7.5.3 Calculation of revised withdrawal ancillary payments for the initial operating
schedule of the gas day
The amount of revised withdrawal ancillary payment determined for each Market
Participant, for each controllable withdrawal point for each adjusted bid step for the first
operating schedule in the gas day is equal to the initial withdrawal ancillary payment for that
adjusted bid step for the first operating schedule in the gas day for that Market Participant
at that controllable withdrawal point as determined under clause 7.5.1.

7.5.4 Calculation of revised withdrawal ancillary payments for each updated
operating schedule of the gas day
The amount of revised withdrawal ancillary payment for each Market Participant, for each
controllable withdrawal point and for each adjusted bid step for the updated operating
schedule in the gas day is determined as:
a)

the initial withdrawal ancillary payment for that adjusted bid step for that current
operating schedule for that Market Participant at that controllable withdrawal point as
determined under clause 7.5.2 if this value is greater than or equal to zero.

b)

otherwise, the sum over all prior schedules in the gas day of:
i.

the negative of the matched change in constrained on withdrawal quantity of the
current operating schedule and the relevant prior operating schedule as
determined under clause 7.3.2 multiplied by a per unit amount of compensation
defined as the greater of
A.

zero; and

B.

the lesser of the bid price for the adjusted bid step in the current operating
schedule and the bid price for that adjusted bid step in the relevant prior
operating schedule
less
the market price for the current operating schedule.

For the avoidance of doubt, a positive revised withdrawal ancillary payment value
represents a payment from AEMO to a Market Participant.
If gas was withdrawn by that Market Participant without that withdrawal of gas being
accredited by AEMO under the Rules, the amount of the revised withdrawal ancillary
payment for that adjusted bid step is equal to zero.

7.5.5 Calculation of modified withdrawal ancillary payments for the initial operating
schedule of the gas day
The amount of revised withdrawal ancillary payment determined for each Market
participant, for each controllable withdrawal point for each adjusted bid step for the first
operating schedule in the gas day is equal to the initial withdrawal ancillary payment for that
adjusted bid step for the first operating schedule in the gas day for that Market Participant
at that controllable withdrawal point as determined under clause 7.5.1.
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7.5.6 Calculation of modified withdrawal ancillary payments for each updated
operating schedule of the gas day
The amount of modified withdrawal ancillary payment determined for each Market
Participant, for each controllable withdrawal point for each adjusted bid step for the updated
operating schedule in the gas day is determined as:
a)

The Market Participant’s initial withdrawal ancillary payment for that bid step for that
current schedule for that participant at that supply source as determined under clause
7.5.2 if this value is greater than or equal to zero.

b)

Otherwise, the sum over all prior schedules in the gas day of:
i.

the negative of the matched change in constrained on withdrawal quantity of the
current operating schedule and the relevant prior operating schedule as
determined under clause 7.3.2 multiplied by a per unit amount of compensation
defined as the greater of
A. zero; and
B. the modified bid price for the adjusted bid step in the current operating
schedule
less
the modified market price applicable for the current operating schedule

7.5.7 Calculation of final withdrawal ancillary payments for the initial operating
schedule of the gas day
The amount of final withdrawal ancillary payment to be paid to each Market Participant, for
each controllable withdrawal point for each adjusted bid step for the first operating schedule
in the gas day is equal to the revised withdrawal ancillary payment.

7.5.8 Calculation of the final withdrawal ancillary payments for each updated
operating schedule of the gas day
The final withdrawal ancillary payment payable to a Market Participant for each controllable
withdrawal point for each bid step for the updated schedule in the gas day is determined as:
a)

b)

the revised withdrawal ancillary payment payable for that Market Participant,
controllable withdrawal and bid step for the current operating schedule if not all of the
following conditions are met:
i.

the sum of all revised withdrawal ancillary payments across all Market
Participants, controllable withdrawal points and all adjusted bid steps for the
current operating schedule is greater than zero;

ii.

the initial withdrawal ancillary payment payable to that Market Participant for the
current operating schedule is less than zero; and

iii.

not all revised withdrawal ancillary payments equal the corresponding initial
withdrawal ancillary payment for each Market Participant, controllable withdrawal
point, and adjusted bid step for the updated schedule.

otherwise, it is the greater of
i.

the initial withdrawal ancillary payment payable to that Market Participant; and
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ii.

the revised withdrawal ancillary payment payable to that Market Participant plus
an amount calculated as the average rate of ancillary payment multiplied by the
value of the change in constrained on withdrawal quantity for the current
operating schedule.

For the purposes of the above calculation, the average rate of ancillary payment is the sum
of all revised withdrawal ancillary payments across all Market Participants, all controllable
withdrawal points and all adjusted bid steps for the current operating schedule divided by
the greater of:
a)

the sum overall Market Participants, controllable withdrawal points and all adjusted bid
steps for the current operating schedule of the sum of all positive changes in
constrained on withdrawal quantity for the current operating schedule; and

b)

negative one multiplied by the sum overall Market Participants, controllable withdrawal
points and all adjusted bid steps for the current operating schedule of the negative
changes in constrained on withdrawal quantity for the current operating schedule.

7.5.9 Calculation of Average Ancillary Payments Rates
The average rates for positive and negative ancillary payments are calculated for each
schedule and used to limit the positive and negative uplift rates ($/GJ) which are incurred
by any Market Participant or the declared transmission system service provider. Any
residual or excess uplift, whether positive or negative, is to be allocated to common uplift.
Refer to Chapter 7 in the uplift payment procedures which set out how these uplift caps are
applied in the uplift process.
The average rate for positive ancillary payments (positive average ancillary payment
rate) for a schedule is determined by:
i.

the sum of the positive final ancillary payments across all Market Participants, all
controllable injection and withdrawal points and all bid steps for that schedule
divided by

ii.

the sum of the positive changes in constrained up injection and withdrawal
quantities across all Market Participants, controllable injection and withdrawal
points and all bid steps for that schedule.

The average rate for negative ancillary payments (negative average ancillary payment
rate) is determined for each schedule by:
i.

the sum of the negative final ancillary payments across all participants,
controllable injection and withdrawal points and all bid steps for the schedule
divided by

ii.

the sum of the negative changes in constrained up injection and withdrawal
quantities across all participants, controllable injection and withdrawal points and
all bid steps for the schedule.

The positive average ancillary payment rate and the negative average ancillary payment
rate are positive values.
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